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FOR FUTURE LEADERS IN AGRICULTURE 
NOT(; 
by 
Wil Groves 
2 
Meet The New Ag Staff 
Al Swegle 
Tom McBride Dennis Bries 
NEXT YEAR'S AG RI CUL TUR-
IST STAFF has been selected and is 
already hard at work on the spring 
issue. Al Swegle has assumed the edi-
torship and Tom McBride, Dennis 
Bries, Gary Speicher and Paul 'ii\Til-
cox will man other top staff posi-
tions. 
Swegle, a junior from Osceola, 
plans to make the Ag better than 
ever. The new editor is also presi-
dent of the Ag Journalism club and 
president of Agriculture College 
Magazines , Associated, the national 
ag college editor's organization. 
McBride moves up from business 
manager to managing editor. He'll 
be looking for story material and 
writers , as well as playing a big role 
in the production end of the mag-
azine. 
A New Hampton native, McBride 
Paul Wilcox Gary Speicher 
has also attended the University of 
Minnesota. He's married and lives 
in University Village. 
In an effort to achieve more 
thorough coverage and keep closer 
tabs on the College of Agriculture 
and agriculture generally, depart-
mental editors have been created. 
Bries, Speicher and Wilcox will man 
these positions. Each will be respons-
ible for a speci fie area of agricul-
ture. 
Bries, associate editor la~t year, 
will cover crops and soils and re-
lated areas. He's from Manchester 
and is a junior. 
Speicher, a Gladbrook sophomore 
will keep an eye on the general 
animal science field. Paul Wilcox is 
a second year man from Monticello. 
He'll center his attention on the agri-
business phase of agriculture. 
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Tom McBride-agriculture in 1980. 
Tom is business manager of the Ag. He describes 
agriculture in 1980 as members of the Center for 
Agricultural and Economic Development at Iowa 
State see it. 
Paul Wilcox-vocational agriculture. 
Paul, a sophomore, i's new on the staff and thi~ 
is his debut in the Ag. Beginning spring quarter 
Paul will move up to departmental editor on the 
staff. He wrote the voe ag and International stor-
ies. 
Dick Plum-new machines. 
Dick describes the latest in farm machinery de-
veloped by Iowa State's ag engineering depart-
ment. These are the machines that farmers will be 
using in the future. It takes many trials and de-
sign changes before a new machine is ready to be 
released for general farm use. Pictures and des-
criptions are on page 22. 
Judy McAnulty-Campus Oasis. 
Judy, a senior in home ec journalism from Wil-
mete, Ill ., is interested in flowers and plants. The 
horticulture conservatory is along the path from 
the Press Building to MacKay Hall. 
Kathy Denisen-Alaska's Sweet Corn. 
Kathy, a sophomore in science journalism from 
Ames, is the daughter of Dr. Ervin L. Denisen, 
new chairman of the hort~culture department. 
This is her campus magazine debut. 
John Vogel-winter farm operations. 
John a freshman in ag journalism from Clare, 
Iowa, makes his first contribution for the Ag. 
Gary Speicher-end of an era. 
Gary will move up from staff writer to a depart-
mental editor spring quarter. Gary describes the 
changes that have taken place on campus, the end 
of an era, and what happens now that the livestock 
have left campus. Details on page 8. 
Dennis Bries-a new sport. 
The associate editor caught a strong tailwind 
and sailed to a new altitude for this story describ-
ing sport parachuting and a new organization on 
campus. The Iowa State Sport Parachute Club re-
ceived university recognition and its members 
are headed for higher altitudes. 
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Pioneer is strong on research. Here, a worker tests root-stalk 
strength with 70 mph air blast from special wind machine. 
Seniors, checl< with PIONEER where 
they develop people as well as hybrids 
Whether you're interested in plant or animal 
breeding, research, crop production, sales a nd service, 
advertising, or accounting, you'll find real opportunity 
at Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Company .. . where prog-
ress centers around product performance a nd depend-
ability ... where people have a mple room to develop 
- freedom to explore ... where you're encouraged to 
advance by using all your creative ability to solve 
new challenges as they come along. 
There's opportunity here for many talents. M ajors 
in business administration, journalism and statistics 
as well as genetics and agronomy are all in demand 
at Pioneer, America's oldest hybrid corn company, 
founded in 1926. 
Your work here is more than just a job. You'll be 
ma king superior hybrids for every area where Pioneer 
is sold. Record-busting h y brid corns, top-yielding 
grain sorghums, fast-growing forage sorghums, tasty 
4 
sorghum-sudangrass hybrids, Pioneer brand alfalfas, 
Hy-Line chicks and Indian River cockerels. 
If it's from Pioneer, it 's the best in the business and 
you 'll be on the team responsible for furnishing Ameri-
can farmers with the latest and most profitable hybrid 
varieties they can grow. 
Call or write. See how this forward-looking company 
can help you with your future plans. 
Pioneer Hi- Bred Corrr Company, Des Moines, Iowa 
PIONEER® 
CORN, SORGHUM, ALFALFA 
PIONEER is a brand name; numbers identify varieties 
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How much will U. S. Agriculture be 
able to produce in 15 years? Will farm-
ers be able to keep ahead of rising food 
and fiber demands? The Center for Ag-
dcultural and Economic Development 
used economic " models" and computer 
data to find the answer to these and other 
vital questions. Here's how they did it. 
Proiection: 1980 
by 
T'om Mc·Bride 
Winter, 1967 
As AMERICAN AGRI cu L -
ture faces the possibili ty o f 
actual farm shortages ra ther than the 
traditio nal surpluses, P r es id e n t 
Johnson 's Commissio n on N ational 
Food and Fiber wants to know, 
specifica lly: can the United Sta tes 
produce eno ugh food and fiber to 
meet the dema nds o f the po pulatio n 
in 1980? 
T he Commission is a group of Col-
lege Pres idents, economists and farm 
ex perts appointed by President 
J ohnson to keep tabs on U.S. agri -
culture and to make recommenda-
t io ns which could be used in Formu-
la ting [arm policy. The Commiss io n 
turned to the Center for Agricul-
tura l a nd Economic Developmen t a t 
Iowa State for answers to this vita l 
question . They sought o ut Dr. Earl 
0 . Head y, the Center 's Execut ive 
Director, because he is the only 
person in the United States with a 
working mathematical "model" of 
agricultural production . This eco-
nomic model divides the country 
into 160 regions according to type 
o[ crops and past production records. 
U nder the direction of H eady and 
Leo Mayer, associa te, they began 
feeding miles o f data processing 
sheets and mi llions of figures into 
hungry computers. Some 'l ,000 vari-
a bles, including yields, product d e-
maml, transportation and input 
costs, projected changes in farming 
methods and technology were con-
sidered for each of the 160 regions. 
The results? 
"The outlook is favorable," sa id 
Mayer, who wouldn 't release actual 
statistics before the report is turned 
over to the President's Commission 
in Ju ly. " Jf we pull out all the stops 
and are a t maximum productio n 
capacity in 1980, our product ion 
capacity o f food and fiber will meet 
our needs. [This does not mean we 
vyon't be able to meet our needs after 
Continued-
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Leroy L. Blakeslee updates chart 
showing progress of Center's world 
food study. 
6 
Dr. Earl 0. Heady (standing) discusses Center's world food study with 
Gaylord Warden (left) and Leroy L. Blakeslee. 
-Continued 
1980.] We figured the projected 
capacity of agriculture on the basis 
of our present rate of technological 
growth and also projected from our 
past experience. Since the rate of 
change has been increasing so 
rapidly in agriculture, we may have 
under-estimated production poten-
tial, but we are certain we have not 
over-estimated it and this is the im-
portant thing." 
Other Predictions 
The computer and Heady's model 
cannot predict the structure of land 
ownership in 1980. But the trend to-
ward larger units seems probable. 
"V/ith the increased needs for im-
mense amounts of capita l, it seems 
reasonable to assume there will have 
to be many partnerships and corpo-
rate farms," Mayer said. "There will 
be family farms too, of course, but 
they will be bigger and will probably 
be a contributinug factor in the 
trend toward partnership opera-
tions." 
The results of the Center's study 
cannot predict any formula for the 
exact breakdown of farm labor needs 
in 1980 either. But the mathematical 
model predicts what might be ex-
pected-a substant ial decrease 111 
farm labor needs." 
According to Mayer, many forms 
of specialized farm labor may appear 
with the increase in farm unit sizes. 
"There will probably be more cus-
tom work and more custom opera-
tors," he said. 
The Center 
A need for information about how 
to cope with the problems of agricul-
tural progress was one of the pri-
mary reasons for establishing the 
Center for Agricultural and Eco-
nomic Development. It was founded 
in 1957 in response to concern over 
these and other agricultural econom-
ic and social problems. 
Besides Heady and Mayer, more 
than 60 members of the Iowa State 
staff serve as advisors or work as part 
time research consultants in their 
fields. Dr. ,t\T. G. Stucky is the educa-
tion leader and Dr. Wallace Ogg is 
subject coordinator. Since 1957, the 
Center has published 14 books, 28 
reports, 23 research bulletins, as well 
as numerous leaflets and articles. 
Funds come from state appropri-
ations for programs within the state, 
a ,t\T, K. Kellogg Foundation Grant 
for programs and seminars through-
out the nation and Europe, and from 
other groups interested in the prob-
lems of agriculture. 
The Center's major activities in-
clude: I. Research and fact-finding 
to help provide information explain-
ing the adjustment problems facing 
agriculture and policies that can be 
applied to solve these problems. 
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Conferring on mutual problems of the Center and Sweden's new agricul-
tural adjustment center are, from left, Sven Haegghlom, V. A. Safvestad, 
Earl 0. Heady, Hans Linden and W. G. Stucky. 
2. Programs to disseminate this in-
formation to all people concerned. 
The goal is to improve the quality of 
people's decisions on the problems 
and the related public policy choices. 
3. Help Land-Grant universities 
adjust their organizational structures 
and methods to the changing eco-
nomic and population structure. 
Research and fact-finding has been 
one of the Center's primary con-
cerns. It has staged a number of fact-
fincling seminars, conferences and 
workshops, and more are scheduled 
for the future. These conferences 
and workshops have brought to-
gether information on many topics-
agricultural education in public 
schools; the prospects for increasing 
demand for farm products; con-
sumer preferences and market de-
velopment of farm products; goals 
and values of farm families; collec-
tive bargaining to raise farm prices; 
the expected resu lts of returning to 
a free market and other vital issues. 
Along with Heady's project to de-
termine the world's capacity to bal-
ance food output with population, 
the Center has attempted in other 
ways to stimulate analysis and re-
search aimed at aiding decision-mak-
ing on national farm policy. In co-
operation with North Carolina State 
University's Agricultural Policy In-
stitute, the Center has sponsored an-
nual nation al farm policy confer-
Winter, 1967 
ences the past five years. The most 
successful of these was the World 
Food Conference held here last 
November. 
"The Center received many letters 
and comments of praise on this con-
ference which brought together ex-
perts on the food problem from all 
over the world," said Dean Floyd 
Andre, College of Agriculture. 
" It is hard to attribute exactly 
what influence the Center for Agri-
culture and Economic Development 
has had in the current changes such 
as establishing area vocational 
schools, the growth of farm record 
keeping firms, the agribusiness edu-
cat ional programs proposed for high 
schools and other current changes. 
It is certain the Center has caused 
an awareness of problems that has 
resulted in updating undergraduate 
teaching programs and research in 
Land-Grant colleges throughout the 
country," Dean Andre said. 
R ealizing that a problem exists is 
the first step toward finding a solu-
tion. The Center has taken this ini-
tial step and is using research as a 
tool to finding the answers. These 
answers are then being presented to 
the universities and the rural and 
urban people through extension pro-
grams. Thus, the Center is equip-
ping people faced with these prob-
lems to meet the new challenges of 
our dynamic agriculture. • 
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End of 
An Era 
Livestock Moves Off Campus 
by 
Gary Speicher 
Iowa State's cattle, sheep, and 
swine have left the campus for their 
new home at the old agronomy farm 
on South State Street. This brings an 
encl to the century old era of campus 
livestock. At present there are no 
plans for moving the horses from 
campus. 
Dr. Leslie J ohnson, head of animal 
science, explained the move was 
prompted because of the "campus 
need for more space." The hog pens 
and pasture area at the northeast 
corner of campus will be replaced 
with parking areas, greenhouses, and 
formal gardens. 
T hese changes are not the firs t to 
take place on the Iowa State Cam-
pus. Kiklee Hall was built on a 
former steer pasture. The Landscape 
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Architecture building was converted 
from a horse barn. Another cattle 
barn was on the site of the agronomy 
building. 
The elevator just east of the live-
stock pavilion will be removed to 
provide added parking space. With-
in two years, the beef barn will be 
remodeled to classrooms and an 
"animal motel." This motel will pro-
vide room for animals used for class-
room work. Livestock will be 
brought in from the new farm once 
a week. 
"\Ve won 't have to transport live-
stock or students everyday this way," 
Johnson said. "Plans call for keeping 
all campus animals inside to allevi-
ate the fly problem." 
Johnson hinted that enough space 
has been reserved north of Kildee to 
build a new animal science building 
of similar structure within 20 years. 
H e hopes a new meats lab will be 
b uilt where the sheep barn now 
stands. 
The animal science cattle, sh eep 
and swine breeding herds h ave been 
moved to the farm . The remaining 
livestock is being used for classwork. 
Building faci li ties at the new farm 
are complete except for mangers 
and fe nces, says Dr. Donald \Varner , 
an imal science. 
"In the past teaching herds were 
used only for demonstrations and 
practice work. Now, along with the 
teaching herd, a research unit will be 
maintained." Johnson said. 
T hese research units will be plan-
nee! and carried out by the students, 
Johnson says. Complete production 
records will be kept on each animal 
of the livestock herds. 
The lab work will become more 
important as the student works with 
production records and carcass in-
formation. Johnson says, "judging 
for judging sake is a very small per-
centage of the present instruction 
program." 
The animal science department 
has actually two curricula: meat and 
dairy animal science. As of Oct. 1 
there were 644 students enrolled in 
animal science-568 undergraduates 
and 76 graduate students. This 
makes animal science the third larg-
est curricula on campus. By 1971 
Johnson expects to see 1,000 students 
enrolled in animal science. The total 
has risen from 371 to 644 since I 954. 
"We can attribute our growth to 
the real interest of the teaching staff. 
R esearch is only a minor part of the 
animal science teaching staff with 
teaching as the main purpose." 
J ohnson expressed satisfaction 
with the support from persons of the 
ag college for what he terms "excel-
lence in teaching at the undergradu-
ate level." 
Iowa State has the largest animal 
science department of its kind in the 
world. "When we get a new meats 
lab and other lab facilities like the 
present blood antigen lab, we will 
have an animal science teaching re-
search unit of real excellence," John-
son says. • 
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ISU G ad Braves Outlaws, Alligators 
Through Mato Grosso: 
PE RV 
t 
<:! 
'lJ 
J 
0 
BOLIV\A 
Editor's Note: Dr. Duane ] . Sykes is a former ISU 
student now working with the Purdue project in Brazil 
in cooperation with the R ural University of the State 
of M inas Gerais Vicosa, Brazil. H e was here from fa ll 
1960 to 1964 and received his Ph.D degree in Plant 
Physiology. Dr. Sykes works with graduate students on 
range managemen t problems at the R ural University . 
H e likes exploring, which is the topic of the following 
story. 
"Sure, it's a crim e, a crying shame," gestured Casa-
nova, the old trapper, over a beer in the Gaucho Bar, 
"but the only thing to do with the Indians is to kill 
'em off! There's no other way." 
"But why?" I asked. 
" They don't have no use. Don't do anything and 
can't do anything. Before they're tamed they keep 
ya out of their lands. Ya can't get to the rubber or 
the furs without risking your neck . Then afterward 
they're just a bunch of lazy drunks. Can't work, won't 
work. Steal ya blind. Worry ya gray. Kill 'em off! 
It's the only way." 
"But you don't have to exterminate them. Enter 
peacefully,'' retorted Mauricio. "I've only had to fire 
on Indians once. That time they attacked m y crew 
Winter, 1967 
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by Dr. Du an J. Sykes 
without warning and got two of my men. So we let 
them have it. Got six Indians ... But I never fire 
unless attacked first." 
"But once you're attacked chances are you're al-
ready dead!" countered Casanova. "A guy can't live 
in peace. Ya never know when you're going to hear 
that whiz. . . . . . plunk! and you're looking down at 
an arrow poking out through your gut. That's a hell-
of-a-time to fire back! No, it's a shame, but the only 
solution is to kill 'em off. Hell, they're just Indians." 
The place: Cuiaba, Mato Grosso, Brazil. 
The time: 1966-same year as the first soft landing 
on the moon. 
Continued-
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Several folks have asked for an account of my trip 
into the wilds of Mato Grosso. It started off when 
Ricardo Luti, an Argentine ecologist, invited me to go 
with him on a study of the "Pantanal" grassland 
swamp. I obtained two weeks leave and we traveled 
westward from Vir;osa by bus for four days to Cuiaba, 
the capitol in Brazil's wild, western frontier. 
There we unsuccessfully looked for a boat ride down 
the Cuiaba River into the center of the Pantanal 
swamp where we had arrangements to stay at the 
"fazenda" of Dr. Samual. We had found a little 25-
foot boat, "Joao 19," but the Captain said it would 
take seven days. Meanwhile we visited the agricul-
tural offices and got our mosquito netting sewn into 
sacks around our hammocks (thank goodness). From 
some clandestine radio operators we got word of a 
pilot Hying a Cessna into the Pantanal and arranged 
for a ride. 
The Pantanal, a roadless low, Hat swamp south of 
Cuiaba, is larger than the state of Iowa. Cattle ranch-
ing is the only use. Ranch sizes run from 50,000 to-
ward a million acres. During .June-September the 
Pantanal is bone-dry with all the typical dry season 
problems of Central Brazil. But during February-
April the whole area becomes Hooded with two to five 
feet of water. Then the cattle have no dry ground 
even to sleep on and the "pe6es" (cowboys) have to 
ride herd in canoes instead of on horses. In severe 
Hood years it is not uncommon to lose 70% of the 
cattle. 
The pe6e is especially picturesque. He wears a 
fringed, leather roping skirt around his waist that 
serves as chaps and resem bles a H awaiian hula skirt. 
A large knife is always tucked behind his back inside 
the belt that holds up his baggy pants. He makes 
his own lariats from rawhide. The hom~made gui-
tars, carved out of a solid piece of Cambara trunk 
and with catgut strings, give a soft, twangy music. 
I had taken a 30:30 riHe and a .22/.410 rifle-shot-
gun along, hidden in my duffel bag (It's unlawful to 
own or transport rifles, though of course everyone 
does it) . We made our ecological observations on 
horseback and thus had good opportunities for hunt-
ing also. The area is a wildlife paradise, especially 
for waterfowl. There are literally millions of "mar-
raca" ducks, and hundreds of white storks and the 
tasty 10-15 pound forest goose. The abundant and 
beautiful "Tuyuyu" stork has a bright vermilion 
goiter and a 9-foot wingspread and stands as tall as 
a man. We got plenty of "jacutinga", "arancuam", 
and "mutum" tree turkeys. 
Bathes With Alligators 
We shot several alligators and came to realize that 
they are not nearly as ferocious as they appear. v\Te 
saw thousands and eventually took our baths in the 
rivers with them looking logger-eyed at us, often with-
in five yards. The wild boar hunting was quite a 
sport. Frequently horses are torn apart by the old 
boars. There were plenty of "capivaras'', a huge ro-
dent that runs up to 300 pounds. 
There are three types of deer. I shot one "cervo" 
buck, a beautiful red deer about the size of a white-
tail. The "emas" or ostrich are found in abundance. 
IO 
They were fun to chase, they can soon outdistance a 
horse. Then, too, there were many tocans, t<he banana 
beaked birds, and the huge "arara" firey blue parrots. 
The little fishing we did was productive. My "tacu" 
weighed some l 0 delicious pounds. I also got several 
of the notorious, razor toothed "piranha" flesh eating 
fish. 
Samual's ranch is comparatively small with only 
50,000 acres and 6,000 head of cattle. Actually he is 
a civil engineer by profession (thus the Dr.). We had 
collected much information, technical and otherwise, 
during our week at Samual's spread. Then we hopped 
another passing Cessna to Corumba. Ricardo caught 
a boat on down the Paraguay River toward Argentina 
and I flew back to Cuiaba en route to Vir;osa. 
I had run into an alumnus of our Agriculture 
School in Vir;osa, Mauricio Madureira, a land sur-
veyor and ardent hunter. It was during this second 
stopover in Cuiaba that the above Indian conversa-
tion between Mauricio, Casanova (a friend of his), 
and myself actually took place. 
.. .-
" .... 
Joaqui and Dr. Sykes with the mornings contribution 
for the tribal meat pot-a monkey. 
Northern Mato Grosso is a frontier very similar to 
the Old West 100 years ago. It's wild and virgin and 
just on the threshold of settlement. The recently 
opened Cuiaba-Porto Velho road will eventually con-
stitute the eastern branch of the Pan American high-
way, connecting the east coast of South America (Bra-
zil) for the first time with the western coast. This 
road will probably have the same effect on the inter-
Iowa Agriculturist 
ior of Brazil as the completion of the railroad had 
on the U.S. West a century ago. 
Indians are still a problem in this area. There are 
frequent skirmishes with settlers and truck drivers. 
\ l\Thile in Cuiaba there was a series of front page arti-
cles in O Clabo, a Rio newspaper, by two reporters 
staying in the same hotel as I was. Their articles, 
"Massacre on the 11th Parallel'', rela ted how the rub-
ber collectors pay $15 a head to kill Indians and sup-
ply the arms, ammunition and even machine guns 
back in the depths of the jungle. 
Of course, I was finding all this tremendously in-
teresting. Then I ran into Peter Kingston, a mis-
sionary-linguist of the Summer Institute who was 
working on the language of a small tribe in the 
north. He was just going back in to this tribe and 
when he agreed to my going with him I quickly wired 
Vicosa for another week's leave and we caught the 
next plane headed northwest. We hopped out at Vil-
hona which is just a wide spot on the Porto Velho 
road in the Territory of Rondonia, some of the 
world's most unexplored region. Here the only trans-
portation is on an occasional passi~g cargo truck. ~e 
waited all that day without a smgle truck commg 
then got a cot in a mud hut for the night, sleeping 
with one ear open for any passing truck. 
Hitchhike to Interior 
At 2:30 a.m. we heard a truck, ran out, flagged it 
down and hopped up on top. \!\Te rode atop the truck 
in the rain for 70 miles back into the jungle to where 
an Indian trail crossed the road. Then we jumped off 
and spent the rest of the night under a tree. Peter. 
by the way, was carrying a 3-week old baby back to 
some homesteaders living near there. The infant had 
been born with a cleft palate and on that same day 
Peter had taken it on the long journey into Cuiaba. 
Having saved its life he was now returning it to its 
parents. 
With daylight we hiked into the Indian village. 
.Just as we were approaching the v~llage Peter gave_ a 
bird whistle. This, he later explamecl, was a pohte 
warning of our approach so they would know our in-
tentions were friendly. The Indians were completely 
nude. However, by sad experience from the rubber 
hunters and prospectors of the jungle, they find that 
their women are molested less if they cover themselves 
up. So the women pull an old ragged sheath on 
whenever whitemen come around, but only then. Men 
go nude always. Peter soon left me alone with the 
Indians while he delivered the infa nt to the home-
steaders another half days journey away. He would 
be gone all clay. 
This tribe, the Mamaincle, until the last few months 
have had very little contact with whitemen. They are 
completely primative, live in thatched lean-tos, sleep 
on the ground and in the ashes of the fire-always 
naked. The tribe is rapidly dying out because of the 
whiteman's diseases and his destructive oppression. 
This one numbers only a few dozen at present. 
We used sign language, which I didn ' t find too diffi-
cult. They did know the Portuguese equivalent of 
"How!'', etc. Their food consists principally of man-
ioc root dried in pie-like excavations in the dirt. To 
Winter, 1967 
A Mamainde' making arrows in his lean-to dwelling. 
me it tasted just like a sandy plaster. They also eat 
herbs and a limited amount of meat. Game is diffi-
cult to obtain in the jungle. 
The day before we got there one of the young 
women had had a baby. Because of taboos they mere-
ly send their women off alone into the jungle to have 
a baby. If both come back, fine. If only one or neither 
return ... that's just " the way the ball bounces" in 
jungle life. The day old baby was just lying on the 
ground like everyone else. 
Their ears are pierced similar to the way our wo-
men pierce theirs. But the Indians have holes in the 
lower lip and nose to accept bone ornaments. They 
jabbered constantly and seemed completely happy 
and carefree. vVomen do the work. The men lie 
around or hunt. 
Being a bow hunter I wanted to test my skill against 
that of the Indians. So I challenged some of the 
young braves, .Joaqui, who had been most friendly, 
that I would like to go out hunting with him. So off 
we went. Periodically he would stop loping down 
the jungle trail and listen for the ca!l of monk:ys 
among the numerous bird calls. Heanng one which 
I could never distinguish, he would spring silently off 
through the jungle in mad pursuit. Only by the ut-
most effort could I blunder loudly behind without 
loosing sight of him. My levis and clothes became 
shredded by the thorny underbrush though the naked 
Continued-
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A happy-go-lucky Mamainde' boy about 8 years old. 
Continued-
Indian going much faster than I never received a 
scratch. 
Joaqui was overjoyed when I brought clown a 
monkey with my .22 rifle and the tribe was even more 
joyous when we returned to camp with meat. So 
much so, that that night they held a tribal sing-sing 
for us. I gave the monkey to the tribal meat hacker 
who parceled it out to the various members. vVi thin 
15 minutes it was devoured. T here is a strict class 
system within the tribe. For example, one girl, a low 
class slave captured from another tribe, never receives 
any meat whatsoever (nor an y other thing for that 
matter). Some other higher-class captured slaves al-
ways receive the intestines, never an ything more. 
T hey gave Peter and I the liver, apparen tly the deli-
cacy. 
During the sing-sing that night they chanted differ-
ent "songs", probably stories of their tribal history. 
This continued long into the night. After some time 
they motioned Peter and I to chant along with them, 
which we did, b ut we had to hold a finger over one 
side of our nose to imitate the Indians' nasal twang. 
T hen in honor o[ the monkey provided, they motioned 
us to chan t some o f our own tribal songs for them. So 
still holding my finger alongs ide my nose, I chanted 
over and over again the refra in for " R ow, R ow R ow 
Your Boat." After several rou nds the Indians began to 
ca tch on and jo ined in with me, chanting an approxi-
mation of the tune. I t must have been qui te a sight. 
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Out in the middle of the Amazon jungle, two white 
men and a tribe of naked savages clustered around a 
small, burning knot of pitch, chanting " Row, Row, 
R ow Your Boat", "My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean" 
and an old Boy Scout song, "Think of All Ya 'Et To-
day." 
The next day I traded my supply of mirrors, combs, 
and trinkets for "0 hukdu" (bows), "auirifu" (arrows), 
monkey-tooth necklaces, feather armbands, etc. How-
ever all my trade was given to the chief who distrib-
uted it according to class, irrespective of who had 
made the articles for which I had traded. 
Taking leave of the Indians we hiked back out the 
trail to the road. We sat alongside the road for two 
and a half days before the first vehicle came along. 
Flagging him down we climbed atop the cargo truck 
for a two day ride into Cuiaba. There were 15 other 
passengers aboard, settlers who had gone into Ron-
donia to look over land. They were on their way 
back east to pick up their families and return to 
their homesteads. For food everyone was living off 
Brazil nuts collected. 
Dozens of miles later the truck stopped to pick up 
three hard, rough looking characters who had come 
out of the jungle. Everyone in the frontier is armed, 
either with a pistol hanging from his thigh or one 
under his shirt. So it was not the sidearms on their 
belts that made them look sinister, but rather the 
evil appearance in their bearded faces and shifty eyes. 
That same day I unthinkingly took m y camera out 
for a picture. I noticed these men glancing at it and 
then realized that this marked me perhaps as a per-
son of means and possible prey. The true, day to 
day events on the Brazilian frontier could shame any 
paperback western. In this region each man is his 
own law and order. When we stopped for the night 
I strung my hammock in a room of a mud lean-to. 
Then these same three gunslingers came in and strung 
their hammocks in the same room. I was perhaps over-
apprehensive, but nevertheless as I climbed in, I fl ash -
ed my own guns in sight, then slept the night with 
arms folded across m y chest beneath my coat, my tiny 
pistol in one hand the flashlight in the other, ready 
for whatever might happen. Nothing did. 
Off on a Jaguar Hunt 
Back in Cuiaba two days la ter I found that while 
I had been chasing after Indians my friend, Mauricio, 
had been lining up an "onc;:a" (jaguar) hunt for me. 
So I wired off for another extension (the cable never 
arrived) and Mauricio and I took off by air taxi back 
into the Pantanal to the fazencla of Zelito and Jesus 
Dorileo, farmer-hunter friends of Mauricio's. Where 
else but in Brazil could you find this kind of hospital-
ity from a street acquaintance? 
Iowa Agriculturist 
Being an avid jaguar nunter, .l esus dropped his 
fa rm work, got toge ther two of his best cowboys and 
a dozen hounds. Then oil we went on horseback on 
a four clay jaguar hunt in the Pantan al wilderness. 
' !\Te slept in hammocks and lived on salt beef ancl 
powdered "guarana", a hunger-cleadening drink m ade 
from a na tive berr y common in the Amazon region. 
To feed the dogs we shot an occassion al deer. 
On the second day we founcl our first warm onc;:a 
tra il, but the clogs lost it after a short chase . N ext 
morning as we rode along, the dogs again picked up 
a fresh trail. H owling, o il th ey went into the thorny, 
jungle that borders the river swamps. W e jumped 
oil o ur horses, tied them at the spot, and r aced oil in 
pursuit. 
vVe charged pell-mell through ches t-deep rivers and 
swamps, on and on and on . M y rifl e and wa ter fill ed 
boo ts gr ew heavier and heavier, snagging continuously 
on the roots and vines. The other three m en, a ll 10 
to 50-yea rs old, were braze nly barefoo ted a nd carrying 
light sidearms. As th e grueling hours drug on I 
ashamedl y fell further behind. Fin ally I tripped and 
fe ll fo r th e 500th time. But this time I found m yself 
completely without the power to m ove. I felt like the 
cartoons o f the exh a usted prospector dragging along 
on hands and kn ees in the desert wastes . 
.Jesu s managed to slow the pace of the clogs and 
h elped me to m y fee t. ' !\Te half consciously stumbled 
along for ano ther half ho ur behind the restrained 
clogs. A t thi s point I vaguely reca ll seeing a .black 
strea k as a tapir a large pig-like anim al fl ash in front 
of the hounds, which veered oil in hot pursuit of th e 
tapir. 
T his ended our "onc;:a" hunt as th e clogs would not 
be back for ho urs. H owever I h ad alread y admitted 
defea t th ro ugh physica l exhaustion . .Jest'.1 s consoled 
me by saying th at people from " the outside" seldom 
last even an hour, as only a person accustom ed to the 
sta min a of th e ch ase can withstand it long. It took 
us th e res t o f the day to drag ourselves back to the 
horses. vVhen we finally arri ved l collapsed on the 
ground and lay lifeless until long after dark before I 
could struggle out o f m y wet, ragged clothes a nd into 
m y h ammock. 
Next day we hunted back to the ranch. The chase 
had been a wonclerful experi ence and 1 was even 
more de termined to return again in the future. But 
next time in better shape with lighter boots. 
' !\Te radioed for an air taxi (th ere are no road s) and 
I fl ew back to Cuia ba. I had been gone from the jo b 
and fa mily for almost five weeks on a two week leave. 
I caught the next plan e o ut ;rnd was soon back in 
Vic;:osa, where I found half the folk s taking odds on 
whether l h ad bee n sho t by India ns o r eaten by an 
"onca ." • 
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1966 International 
Iowa State Brings Home the T ro,phies 
by Paul Wilcox 
I OWA ST A TE LIVESTOCK won another cartload 
of trophies at the International Livestock Exposi-
tion, the "grand-daddy" of livestock shows, held in 
Chicago Nov. 25-Dec. 3. Winnings in the swine and 
sheep divi sions were the best in recent years. 
However, for the second consecutive year, the Uni-
versity did not exhibit in the live steer show, which 
many consider to be the highlight of the Interna-
tion al. Plans for next year do not include a steer for 
the live show, according to Dr. Robert T aylor, pro-
fessor in charge of th e beef teaching herd. 
ISU owns eight gra nd champion steer titles, more 
than any other institution or individual. But in re-
cen t years interes t in th e li ve steer competition has 
dwindled because carcass information is not avail-
able when the animals are slaughtered . This informa-
tion is vital to Iowa Sta te's breeding and selection 
program s, T aylor explained . 
Exhibiting li vestock must fit into the m aximum im-
provem ent program for that species, Dr. Leslie John-
son, head of anim al science. sa id. Anim al scientists 
are concentrating on ca rcass quality and other eco-
nomically important traits. such as wea ning weights 
and ra te of gain , r a ther than on conform a tion alone. 
Thus, th e beef improvement program requires carcass 
eva lua tion m a teri al on each herd animal. 
In addition, each teaching herd must pay its own 
way and be competiti ve on the commercial market, 
J ohnson sa id . This expl ains the emphasis on eco-
nomical production and quality of product. 
R aising anim als simply for th e show ring is very 
expensive despite $ 135,000 in cash prizes offered at the 
Interna tion al. " If you 're not out buying club ca lves 
th at 4-H boys have started , then you don' t have much 
chance of winning," he said. 
Dr. Loren Christi an, professor in charge of the 
swine herd, sa id the swine selection program is not 
harmed beca use ca rcass evaluation can be obtained 
from litter m ates. 
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but animal scientists 
say show needs more 
emphasis on carcass quality 
The International 1966 Dairy Cattle Judging Team 
placed high team in Jersey judging, 3rd in all-breeds, 
2nd in oral reason among 16 competing teams. 
From left to right: Standing-Russ Hansen, Dave 
Glime, Doug Wilson. Seated-Greg Briggs, Dr. Joh~ 
A. Sims (Coach), Jim Leuenberger. 
However, he has suggested to International show 
officials that they make available information on hogs 
in the top half of the show. Carcass results would be 
interesting and beneficial, he said. 
Some believe this information should be m ade 
ava ilable on all animals of the live show, Dr. Donald 
Warner, professor in charge of the sheep flock, agreed. 
Sire progeny evaluation compensates for lost carcass 
information in the lamb show. 
Swine winnings a t the International included the 
grand ch ampion truckload of market hogs, champion 
Iowa Agriculturist 
Yorkshire and Duroc barrows, and the reserve cham-
pion H ampshire barrow. ISU took 52 hogs to the In-
terna tional and the lowest finish by any entry was an 
eighth place in a crossbred class of 104 animals in 
three weight ca tegories. There were 1,263 hogs in the 
entire show. 
As an example of show animals a t Iowa State not 
being pampered, the champion truckload lot was not 
taken off self-feeders until a week before the show. 
Farrowing in early June, the hogs were full fed until 
their selection a week before the show, Christian said. 
Sheep winnings were equally impressive as ISU won 
both wether and pen of three championship banners. 
Alvin Dixon, in his 24th year as shepherd here, said 
the International is the only show in which ISU's 
sheep are shown. This show is chosen because it "car-
ries the most prestige of any in the country." 
ISU did not exhibit in the breed division of the 
lamb shov/ because Iowa is not a scab-free state and 
the sheep would have to be dipped, Dixon said. 
Shows in which animals are judged on the hoof, 
slaughtered, and then the carcasses evalua ted and 
ranked are increasing, Dr. David Topel, animal sci-
ence, said. The idea of this type of show originated 
at Iowa State, he added. 
"Carcass competition lacks the glamor that the live 
show has," T aylor commented. Yet, carcass quality is 
the most important aspect in selecting the top live 
animals. 
Each exhibitor at the International was limited to 
two entries in each of the carcass contests. One Uni-
versity steer was seventh on the hoof and fourth in a 
field of 60 entries. A lamb placed seventh on the 
hoof and fo urth in the cooler in its class of nearly 35 
lambs. 
A market hog topped 87 other entries in the heavy-
weight class in live competition and was third in the 
carcass division. It also ranked third in the overall 
field of 154 entries, which included both the light 
and heavyweight classes. The other ISU entry was 
15th alive and 14th in carcass evaluation in the heavy-
weight class. 
The three ISU judging teams faced stiff competi-
tion at the Chicago livestock show. T he dairy team 
fared best, placing third of 16 teams. Doug Wilson 
was the contest's third high individual and Russell 
Hansen was 10th. The team won the J ersey division 
of the competition and was second in oral reasons for 
all breeds. 
Dr. John A. Sims, team coach, said this is the first 
contest for the team's year of judging which culmi-
nates with the National Collegiate Dairy Judging 
Contest traditionally held at Waterloo in October. 
The livestock iudging team, coached by Associate 
Professor James Kiser, placed eighth among 35 teams. 
Only 74 points separated ISU from the winning Penn 
Top: Alvin Dixon, shepherd, right, inspects Iowa 
State's champion pen of three. The left lamb is the 
champion wether. 
Above: Dixon, holds champion wether as Interna-
tional officials present the trophy. 
State team out of a possible 5,000 points. There were 
only a few points between the leading teams, Kiser 
said. For example, ISU was just six points below the 
seventh-place Nebraska team. 
Highest scores ever recorded were seen in the meat 
judging contest, Topel, the team coach, said. Iowa 
State was 13th of 21 teams, but Topel praised the 
team for a good year as a whole. Competing against 
almost the same teams at the American Royal in Kan-
sas City, the team placed second. 
"A few schools once dominated judging contests," 
Topel said, "but now more are emphasizing judging 
and providing good competition." No school con-
sistently dominates the contests. 
Despite major drawbacks the largest livestock show 
in the United States has for certain ISU entries, the 
show continues to draw the University's greatest show-
ing and judging effort. • 
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DEANA YOUNG, a sophomore in psychology from 
Clarion, Iowa also reigns as National Pork Queen. 
A member of the Pi Beta Phi sorority, she is Cul-
tural Affairs Chairman of GSB Cabinet, Masters Pro-
gram Chairman and a Betty Crocker Homemaker of 
Tomorrow. Deana loves to travel, swim, and water 
ski. Her father raises hogs on two acreages in addi-
tion to managing a business in Clarion. She plans to 
work with disturbed children after graduation. 
MARIANNE BAZATA, a sophomore in interior 
design is a transfer from Valparaiso College in Indi-
ana and comes from a Chicago suburb. 
JUNE JACKLEY, a sophomore in textiles and 
merchandising from Carroll, Iowa. 
June was pledge class president of Kappa Delta 
sorority. Her hobby is swimming and is a life guard 
during the summer. 
Banana and lemon trees; flowers 
in full bloom. The Horticulture 
Greenhouse is a welcome touch 
of summer on a cold winter day. 
Green Oasis 
I T'S 15 DEGREES OUTSIDE. But 
step inside the door and your 
glasses suclclenly cloud over from a 
rush of moist, warm air. Through 
the fog you glimpse a green maze of 
palms ancl curling vines. A wooclen-
railecl bridge spans a shallow pool 
with two waterfalls flowing into it. 
Birds singing overhead, a bunch of 
bananas growing on a full-sized 
plant and lemons on a tree in the 
corner finally convince you that 
you 've come across a scene from 
"Tarzan and Jane." 
This spot of greenery in the mid-
dle of an Iowa State winter is the 
Horticulture Department Green-
house, a warm surprise for winter-
weary students. Research, classwork 
ancl tours-these are the main activi-
ties carried on in the greenhouses. 
And the glass-walled and glass-
roofed greenhouses contain hun-
dreds of plants which range from to-
m a toes to or chi cl s. 
The orchids grow in that "jungle 
movie scene, " the tropical section of 
the greenhouses. The wintert ime 
birds you heard overhead came from 
spots in the roof where the panes 
of glass were opened. That balmy 
temperature is actually 70 degrees. 
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by 
Judy McAnulty 
And the lemon plant, called the 
Meyer Lemon, produces fruit which 
will make a gallon of lemonade per 
lemon, although it might not taste 
very good. 
Bananas and lemons are just two 
of the "foods" growing in the tropi-
cal rooms. Figs, dwarf oranges, an 
Arabian Coffee tree which produces 
coffee beans, and a Vanilla Orchid 
plant, the plant from which vanilla 
extract is derived, make these green-
house rooms a gourmet's delight. 
Tap, a fern-like plant growing 
here, and the leaves you touched will 
curl up as you watch. This is com-
monly called the "Sensitive Plant." 
Does that "Century Plant" growing 
here really bloom only once in a 
hundred years? Actually, this is a 
misbelief, according to Herbert Tay-
lor, superintendent of the green-
houses. The plant usually takes 
from 40 to 50 years to bloom, al-
though it may produce a flower after 
only ten years. A Century Plant 
bloomed in the greenhouses in 1963. 
It had a flower on a stalk about six 
feet high, Taylor said. These plants 
and all others in this section are kept 
there primarily for horticulture stu-
clen ts to observe, he explained. 
Some of the plants in other sec-
tions of the greenhouses are used for 
experimental purposes. Two faculty 
members and a graduate student do 
experiments with the vegetable 
plants in one house. Dr. Jack L. 
Weigle, horticulture, said that he 
and his co-workers are interested in 
developing disease tolerance in 
plants. Breeding new varieties of to-
matoes, peppers, and muskmelons is 
another project. 
Researchers are also studying the 
effect of 2,4-D on tomato quality. 
2,4-D applied as a herbicide or weed 
killer on Iowa corn drifting in the 
air may affect plants such as toma-
toes. 
Another study with tomatoes done 
by Dr. Weigle and his co-workers in-
volves the search for the cause of 
"blotchy ripening" in the plants' 
fruit. In this condition, part of the 
tomato stays green instead of turn-
ing reel. 
Rose breeding is also a part of 
gTeenhouse work. There are other 
kinds too. Iowa State is the only 
University in the United States 
where planned rose breeding is done, 
said Dr. Griffith Buck, horticulture. 
Dr. Buck breeds both roses and ger-
aniums. 
Iowa Agriculturist 
The rose breeding season for 
greenhouse roses starts during the 
last of February and the first of 
March, Dr. Buck said. Seeds are 
planted in peat and sprout about 
two weeks later. Since the green-
house protects the plants from the 
frost outside, this front won't inter-
fere with the plants' growth. 
Breeding for commercial release 
has been successful with geraniums, 
Dr. Buck said. This is because ger-
aniums take just six to eight months 
to mature instead of the five years 
tha t roses require. There are four 
varieties of geraniums now on the 
market which were developed in the 
greenhouses. 
Flower and vegetable breeding, 
yes, but grass in a greenhouse? That's 
right, and it's "mowed" with scis-
sors. Different varieties of turf gras-
ses, even the kind which grow on 
golf ·courses, are growing in pots of 
water in one greenhouse section. Air 
hoses are connected to these pots 
and pump air through the water to 
prevent rotting of the roots, which 
would occur if water alone was used. 
The grasses are "mowed" with 
scissors and the clippings are 
weighed to determine how much the 
grasses have grown . 
One project in the grass section of 
the greenhouses is the development 
of grass varieties resistant to salt put 
on highways. 
Another project in the green-
houses deals with the testing of sys-
temic insecticides, which are taken 
into plants. Insects lighting on or 
eating the treated plants are killed. 
Here the systemics are tested to make 
sure they don't kill the plants as well 
as the insects. 
Keeping plants in shape with in-
secticides; that sounds like nor~nal 
greenhouse operation. But what 
about a "plant hospital" which not 
only doesn't cure diseased plants, 
but encourages them? There are 
many plant diseases to encourage, 
ranging from plant viruses and leaf 
deformation to ill effects from air 
pollution. One air pollutant, sul-
fur dioxide gas, causes leaf burn. A 
kind of plant "cancer," a condition 
in which plants develop small green 
knobs or growths, also may be 
caused by air pollutants. And green-
house workers want plants to have 
diseases such as these for the "hos-
pital." This infirmary serves a pur-
pose for home gardeners. A repres-
entative sample of the diseased 
plants is kept on hand, pictures are 
taken of them, and gardeners can 
compare their own troubled plants 
to the pictures and get to the "root" 
of the problem. 
You may not need consultants for 
diseased plants, but you might want 
to buy cut flowers. Surplus flowers 
and plants from classes and research 
are sold in this salesroom, which is 
open year around. Cut roses and 
carnations are sold all year. In 
spring, the salesroom also offers snap 
dragons, irises, daisies, and mums. 
Poinsettia plants are sold at Christ-
mas and Easter lily plants are sold 
a t Easter. The houseplants you can 
buy vary from time to time. 
Whether you buy flowers or plants 
from the salesroom or stop by just to 
look around, the Horticulture 
Greenhouses have a lot to offer. You 
have the opportunity to observe 
m any unusual plants here, where 
classwork, research, and tours go on. 
And on a cold winter day, this 
"green oasis" can be especially invit-
ing, offering a respite from the cold 
and providing a preview of sum-
mer. • 
Top: Young banana tree in bloom. 
Above: The "Sensitive Plant" which 
curls when touched. 
Iowa State Horticulturist 
Uses Plastic "Mulch )) 
To Heat Alaskan Soil 
Graphic results of Dr. Donald Dinkel's tests in Mata-
nuska Valley, south central Alaska, with clear poly-
ethylene plastic "mulch." Row at left was an uncov-
ered test area. Other rows used plastic covering. 
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Sweet Corn 
For Alaskan 
Sourdoughs 
by 
Kathy Denisen 
AHHHH. FRESH CORN-ON-the-cob. Piping hot, dripping 
with melted butter and salted just 
right. In Iowa, it's as much a part of 
summer as homemade ice cream. 
But in Alaska, corn-on-the-cob is 
virtually non-ex,istent. Some enthu-
siastic sweet corn lovers grow a few 
ears in home greenhouses, but gener-
ally corn-on-the-cob has not been a 
part of the typical Alaskan diet. 
However, there's a g-ood possibility 
that it soon will be, thanks to Dr. 
Donald Dinkel, new member of the 
Iowa State Horticulture Depart-
Iowa Agriculturist 
ment. Dinkel, a former professor at 
the University of Alaska, developed 
a new way to make sweet corn grow 
in the cold Alaskan soi l and hopes 
the idea will catch on. His method 
uses clear polyethylene plastic str ips 
to cover the rows. T he plastic ab-
sorbs heat and transmits it to the 
soil. 
' '\lhi lc Alaska will never compete 
with Iowa (or corn production hon-
ors, there's a good chance that most 
of the 26,000 Alaskans will soon be 
able to get fresh home-grown sweet 
corn, says Dinkel. 
Dinkel got his idea as he read re-
ports of experimenters in the south-
ern states speed ing corn growth with 
black polyethylene. The theory is 
that the plast ic absorbs heat aml 
passes it into the soil. He thought 
this idea might be appl ied to 
Alaska's situation. 
Alaskans have a unique problem. 
The growing season, 110 to 11 5 clays, 
is long enough to produce a corn 
crop but the soil is too cold. The 
warmest soi l temperatures arc sel-
dom above 50 degrees two inches be-
low the surface. And 50 degrees is 
the minimum threshold temperature 
for growing even the hardiest corn 
varieties. 
Dinkel wondered i( the black plas-
tic would warm the soil enough to 
enable corn to grow. He soon dis-
covered that black plastic wouldn't 
work because it absorbs heat but 
doesn't transmit it to the soil. He 
found soil temperatures under the 
plastic actually about the same as the 
uncovered soil. 
If black plastic wouldn't work , 
how about clear polyethylene? Dink-
el was delighted to find that this was 
the answer to his problem. On a 
sunny clay he recorded some temper-
atures under clear plastic 30 degrees 
higher than uncovered soil. 
Dinkel spread three to four foot 
wide strips over the rows and anchor-
ed them with soil. The sh eets 
touched the soi l in some spots and 
remained a few inches above the sur-
face 111 others. After the corn 
emerged, he punched holes in the 
polyethylene ancl lifted the plant 
leaves individually through the 
holes. 
temperature rather than air tempera-
ture is increased, Dinkel explained. 
During a 20-day period in June, 
1964, the lowest recorded tempera-
ture on a cloudy clay in an uncovered 
plot was 52 degrees. But on the same 
clay, soil temperatures in plastic 
covered plots reached 57 degrees. On 
sunny clays covered plots warmed up 
to 80 degrees compared with only 60 
in uncovered plots. 
He realized the fruits of success 
when he harvested 2,175 mature, suc-
culent sweet corn ears from his quar-
ter acre experimental plot. Dinkle 
figures if rows are spaced five feet 
apart yields should range from 8,700 
to 13,000 ears per acre. 
Applying clear p lastic with a read-
ily ava ilable machine should cost 
about .$8 a n acre, Dinkel estimated. 
H e feels that the price isn't too high 
for corn-hungry Alaskans. 
Last September, Dinkel's experi-
mental plot was featured at the 
Alaska State Fair. Dinkel won't be 
surprised to see home gardeners who 
have carefully tended a couple of 
corn plants in their own greenhouses 
decide to use this new method in 
their gardens. Then, these modern 
sourdoughs will be husking and 
chomping their own home-grown 
corn-on-the-cob. • 
This plastic actually forms a Debbie Dinkel harvests the fruits of her father's efforts-a mature, well-
"greenhouse for roots" since soil filled ear of sweet corn. 
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Hot Off the Drawing Boards 
Experimental Equipment Parade 
\\ATHA T'S THE LA TEST in 
'f'f farm equipment? Ask Dr. W . 
F. Buchele, ag engineering. Buchele 
heads farm machinery research and 
development at Iowa State. He 
works with other ag engineers and 
students in deciding what t ypes of 
new farm equipment are needed . 
Then they decide if a machine is 
feasible and, if so, how it will be 
designed and constructed. 
"v\Te have recently designed and 
constructed several machines and are 
currently developing them," he says. 
H ere's a rundown of some of these 
promising new ideas in fa rm m a-
chinery: 
Alfalfa Leaf Stripper 
High lea f loss has always been a 
problem in forage harvesting. The 
leaves have a h igh protein content, 
so losses cut feed value of the forage. 
Buchele and his group devised a 
rotating stripping mechanism to 
mount ahead of a conventional for-
age h arvestor. T hey adapted the 
stripping mechanism from a hay 
conditioner. T he conditioner has 
two steel rollers, one positioned 
above the other . T he upper roller 
was covered with rubber door ma ts 
while the lower one was left bare. 
Next, the engineers mounted a 
belt-type combine pick-up attach-
ment above and ahead of the strip-
ping mechanism. They reversed the 
belt direction to cause the alfalfa to 
bend and enter the stripping rolls 
head first. The teeth on the pickup 
help untangle plants. 
Buchele es timates that the stripper 
removes 90 percent of the leaves and 
that 85 to 95 percent of the stripped 
product is leaves. T he leaves are 
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artificially dried and processed to 
make commercial feed. The bare 
stems grow new leaves in two to 
three weeks or can be harvested as 
roughage. 
Forage Combine 
Iowa State engineers have spent a 
lot of time developing ways to make 
the self propelled combine, an $8000 
to $18,000 piece of equipment, more 
useful. They came up with a forage 
combine. 
In addition to doing jobs normally 
done by a combine and a forage har-
vester, it combines these two jobs 
and produces corn stover ensilage at 
the same time the grain is being har-
vested. 
The forage combine was built by 
placing a forage harvester under the 
feed conveyor and attaching a modi-
fied row crop head to the front. The 
machine may help solve narrow row 
and broad cast planting problems 
and harvesting high-energy silage, 
says Buchele. 
H ere's what comes out of the encl 
of thi·s new combine: 
l . shelled corn in grain tank and 
stover silage in wagon 
2. ground ear corn in grain tank 
and stover silage in wagon 
3. whole corn silage 
4. ground ear corn blended with 
silage 
The forage combine first grasps 
the stalks with gathering chains and 
a knife cuts the stalks. The stalks are 
carried back to stripping bars which 
remove the ears and feed rolls pull 
the stalks into the forage chopper. 
Stalks pass through the chopping 
cylinder and are blown into a wagon 
or truck. The ears go through the 
combine cylinder for shelling or 
grinding and then into the grain 
tank. 
This hybrid machine has great 
possibilities, but the basic unit will 
require more power than a con-
ventional combine says Dr. Buchele. 
The row crop head will have to be 
modified for use in narrow rows. In 
addition, a farmer will have to use 
top notch management to coordinate 
simultaneous forage harvesting, corn 
hanesting and drying, said Buchele. 
Self-Propelled Combine with 
Windrower-Conditioner 
Hay has also been added to the 
list of crops harvested by combines. 
The ag engineers have adapted a 
self-propelled combine into a wind-
rower-conditioner. They removed 
the bottom of the feeder housing 
and attached a set of crusher rolls 
behind and under the feeder. After 
a sickle cuts the hay, it is augered to 
the center and dropped onto the 
ground. The crusher rolls then pick 
up the windrow and condition it. 
Thus, the advantage of making a 
windrower out of a combine is that 
one machine can do what would 
ordinarily take two costly machines. 
The new machine has been tested 
and did a good job of cutting, condi-
tioning and windrowing alfalfa. 
"The next step is for a machinery 
company to commercialize the idea," 
Buchele said. 
H e suggested that one way to im-
prove the machine would be to re-
place the bat-type reel with a pick-up 
reel. "The pick-up reel would do a 
better job of ·sweeping hay from the 
cutter bar into the conditioner," 
Buchele said. 
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A new type reel was needed to 
minimize ear losses when narro.w row 
or broadcast corn was combined. 
The conventional bat reel knocked 
down and battered stalks, causing 
significant field losses. 
The fingers on the new reel come 
within an inch of the guards of the 
sickle bar and keep ears from rolling 
off the header platform. 
The reel was. first tested in the 
spring of 1946 on 40-i nch rows. 
There were the usual minor difficult-
ies, but on the whole it reduced ear 
losses and has profitable prospects, 
says Buchele. 
As indicated by the work being 
clone with combines, Buchele hopes 
to see more uses developed for the 
self-propelled combines over the next 
few years. He also believes the trac- '' 
tor can be made more useful. In gen-
eral, the trend will be to reduce the 
number of basic power units needed 
on the farm, h e added. • 
Above right: Universal gathering 
attachment harvesting narrow row 
corn. Insert: Close-up of the attach-
ment designed and built by Ag En-
gineering students. Right: Stripping t 
role on leaf harvester. Rubber mats 
remove leaves. Insert: Alfalfa stems 
after stripping. Lower right: Com-
bine with windrow-conditioner at-
tachment. Alfalfa is cut, augered to 
center and dumped on ground. 
Crusher rollers pick up and crush 
the alfalfa. Lower left: Alfalfa leaf 
harvester in action. 
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High School Vo-Ag Expands to put more 
Emphasis on Agribusiness 
by Paul Wilcox 
Agriculture's on the moYe and 
high school vocational agriculture is 
changing with it. 
Many programs have acldecl agri-
business and employment experience 
to traditional animal science. crop 
and soi ls science, farm management, 
and agricultural mechanics instruc-
tion . 
The reason , of course, is to meet 
the rapidly increasing demands of 
agribusiness occupations. Professor 
Clarence Bundy, agricu ltural educa-
tion , es t i mates 15 to 25 per cent of 
vocation al agriculture students will 
enter off-farm agricultural occupa-
tions. So, part of the instructional 
time has been geared to meet the 
needs of these students. 
Also indicative of this trend is 
the di scussion about changing the 
name o( Future Farmers of America, 
FFA, to Future Farmers and Agri-
culturists. Bundy said. R ecently, the 
FFA creed was altered to include ag-
ricul tura I occupations other than 
farming. 
The Smith-Hughes Vocational 
Education Act of 1917 provided 
funds for training in agTiculture, 
trade and industry and home eco-
nomics. The Vocational Education 
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Act of 1963 provided for instruction 
in off-farm agriculture, though the 
trend to provide this training had 
started before the bill was passed. 
A second addition is on-the-job 
training for vocational agriculture 
seniors. A student can choose be-
tween a farm experience option and 
agribusiness employment. A mini-
mum of 180 hours of employment 
experience is provided during the 
year in out-of-school training, an 
equal time of related classroom and 
individual instruction is included. 
Therefore, today's voca tional agri-
culture program is not only for those 
who actually enter farming, but also 
for those who seek off-farm agricul-
tural occupations. Members of both 
groups are encouraged to continue 
their ed ucation in an area voca-
tional-technical school or college. 
An estima ted 50 to 60 per cent of 
the students in the major curricula 
in the College of Agriculture had 
voca tional agriculture in high 
school, Bundy said. 
Dr. Louis M. Thompson, asso-
ciate clean of agriculture, r ecom-
mends vocational agriculture to col-
lege-bound students. "It calls their 
attention to the possibility of spe-
cializing in agTiculture as their ed-
ucation continues. 
"We h ave m ade a number of 
studies and h ave found vocational 
agriculture a helpful preparation for 
Today's Vo-Ag Student Is 
the study of agriculture in college," 
Thompson said. 
One of the biggest problems fac-
ing the vocational agriculture pro-
grams is the shortage of teachers to 
meet the demand, Bundy said. More 
schools would offer the program if 
instructors were available. 
Most departments are growing 
larger, he said, but the smaller ones 
are disappearing because of the lack 
of teachers. 
The trend is toward multiple-man 
departments. Bloomfield h as about 
130 students, requiring two instruc-
tors. Three other schools have two 
instructors teaching vocational agri-
culture. 
Looking ahead, Bundy sees the 
opportunity for increased enroll-
ment clue to school reorganization. 
The size of the increase will depend 
on the availabili ty of teachers. 
Because the aims of the program 
are broad and despite annual de-
creases in farm population, enroll-
ment in vocation al agriculture has 
continued about the same since 
1958. This year 52 per cent of 
Iowa's high schools offer vocational 
agTiculture with an enrollment of 
about 10,480, Bundy said. 
Farming has become increasingly 
scientific r equiring more intensive 
educational programs, Bundy said. 
There is no occupation today where 
education is terminal, h e added. • 
Looking Towards Fields In 
A Changing Agriculture 
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SOYBEANS 
From China to Iowa 
In 2700 Years 
by Dennis Bries 
Last yea r Iowa farmers planted 5.1 
million acres of soybeans-an amaz-
ing plant imported to the United 
States for cu ltivation less than 70 
years ago. This plant ranks second 
only to corn in the number of acres 
planted. Every home contains a 
number or products ranging from 
margarine and cooking oil to paints, 
ink, plastic and synthetic rubber; all 
from this single plant-the soybean. 
Soybeans were introduced to the 
U. S. before 1895 but most people 
regarded the plant as a botanical 
curiosity. As the name implies soy-
beans originated in the Orient. 
China, Japan and India, have culti-
vated soybeans for 5,000 years. 
Records of bean planting elate back 
to 2207 B. C. in China. 
The Chinese have used soybean 
oil for thousands of years to make 
lacquors, varnishes, paints, soaps, 
printing ink, candles and as water 
proofing. 
First mention of the soybean in 
the U. S. came in 180'1 when it was 
reported to do well in the Pennsyl-
vania climate! 
The Perry expedition to Japan in 
185--l brought back two soybean 
varieties. These varieties were prob-
ably used to make coflee for Union 
soldiers during the Ci,·il ' 'Var. But 
soybean coffee didn't appeal to the 
soldiers because it lacks the stimu-
lant of true coffee. 
In 1882 the North Carolina Ex-
periment Station grew a soybean 
with yellow seeds, which was a lead-
ing variety for many years. 
\\'ork with soybeans at Iowa State 
began in 1898 when Charles D. 
Reed, meteorologist with the Des 
Moines '"' eather Bureau and 1n 
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charge of field experiments at Iowa 
State, bega n making field observa-
tions of this oriental plant. Reed ex-
perimented with 20 varieties for seed 
and hay purposes. These were the 
first experiments with soybeans in 
Iowa. 
Early researchers experimented 
with numerous methods of growing 
soybea ns: oats and soybeans for a 
dou blc harvest-grain and silage; 
pasture for swine, sheep and cattle; 
and as hay with the soybean either 
broadcast alone or with sudan grass 
and other legumes and grasses. 
One method recommended was to 
broadcast soybeans between corn 
rows or alternate hills with corn then 
harvested and stored as ensilage. The 
recommended ratio for this mixture 
was 1/3 soybeans and '.!/i corn. 
Soybean research started in 1910 
with Prof. H. D. Hughes who was 
later joined by Dr. F. S. '!\lilkins. 
These men laid the foundations of 
Iowa State's present research pro-
gram. Dr. ·w. G. 't\Teill headed soy-
bean research from 1936 until 1941 
when Dr. C. R. "'Teber, present head, 
started. 
Soybean varieties introduced at 
that time included Muken in 1932 as 
a superior midseason variety; Kenro, 
released in 1936, was an early variety 
and Sac in l 942. Other varieties used 
in the early years o[ the soybean in-
clude Holly Brook, Manhcu, Med-
ium Yellow, Lexington, Tokyo, Bil-
oxi, Virginia, Black, Eyebrow, Pek-
ing, and Ebony. 
Yields ranged from 15 bushels per 
acre in northern states to 25 bushels 
per acre in areas bordering the cot-
ton belt. Utilization of the entire 
plant was stressed at that time. In 
1920 soybean straw was worth $7 .50 
to $ 12.50 per ton as a high protein 
horse feed. 
Soybean acreage in Iowa wasn't 
considered large enough to include 
in the annual crop report until 1922. 
The 1922 crop report listed 4,686 
acres. By 1925 the total had jumped 
to 20,000 acres. Yields averaged 8.4 
bushels per acre. By 1928 the acreage 
had doubled and yields averaged 
10.7 bushels. 
In 1922 40,000 acres of soybeans 
were grown in combination with 
corn. In 1923 this had grown to 150,-
000 acres. This practice has since dis-
appeared. 
In Iowa, soybeans were first im-
portant in southeastern Iowa. Acid 
soils made it ideal for soybean 
growth. In northeast central Iowa 
around Waterloo beans were used as 
hay-harvested and ground for dairy 
rations. The first soybean mill in the 
state was started at Centerville, Iowa, 
in 1929. 
Work with the soybean continues 
today with the improvement of pres-
ent research varieties through hy· 
briclization to develop plants of use 
to both farmer and processor which 
contain favorable characteristics of 
yield, size of seed, seed quality, plant 
height, maturity date, disease resist-
ance, lodging and shatter resistance, 
protein and oil content. 
Today at k~ast a dozen depart-
ments are involved in one aspect or 
another of soybean research. This re-
search is being conducted through 
cooperative agreements with the ag-
riculture and home economics ex-
periment station and the United 
States Department of Agriculture. • 
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Classroom & Campus 
continued 
Dairy Judges 
Place High 
The Iowa State University Dairy 
Products Judging Team fared well 
again this fall at Collegiate Students' 
Dairy Products Judging contests, 
both in regional and national com-
petition. The team evaluated five 
dairy products-milk, butter, cottage 
cheese, ice cream and cheddar 
cheese-for fl avor and texture. 
The team won first place in cot-
tage cheese judging at the regional 
contest in Chicago and placed 
second in all products (overall judg-
ing.) The team members included: 
Frank McDowell, Stephen Nelson, 
Susan Stepan and alternate Ray 
Schepps. 
At the regional contest McDowell 
placed third in butter judging, 
fo urth in cottage cheese judging and 
fifth in a ll products. Miss Stepan 
won second place in ice cream judg-
ing. Nelson was the only winner on 
the national level, held in Atlantic 
City. He placed fourth in all prod-
ucts. 
W. S. R osenberger, dairy indus-
try, coached the team. R osen berger 
has been coaching dairy products 
teams for more than 30 years and 
has never returned without a trophy. 
Iowa State competed against five 
other teams at the regional contest 
and aga inst eighteen on the national 
level. 
Each contestant had 40 minutes to 
judge ten samples of each of the five 
products. Cheddar cheese, cottage 
cheese, and ice cream were scored on 
appearance, fl avor, body and tex-
ture; milk and butter were judged 
on flavor alone. Each contest took 
from three and a half to four hours, 
including five minute breaks be-
tween products. 
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ALPHA ZETA INITIATES-First row I. to r .: Craig Harris, Bo Gris-
more, Doug Dashner (president), George Dennis, Dennis Dinkla, Bob Le-
nocker, Gil Gillespie. Second row: Eldon Clark, Jon Hunziker, Tom 
Eisheid, Ken Boote, R ay Stoner, Doug Pals (publicity). Third row: Jerry 
Britten (song leader), Albert Duroe, Jim Patton, Marv Moeckly, Glen 
Feldman, Bob McNiel. Absent: Marvin Lind, J ack Frus. 
Alpha Zeta Initiates 21 
The Wilson Chapter of Alpha 
Zeta, agriculture and veterinary med-
icine honorary and service orga-
nization, initiated 21 new members 
winter quarter. 
Initiation into Alpha Zeta is one 
of the highest honors conferred on 
a student. Selection is based on ch ar-
acter, scholarship and leadership. A 
student must rank in the upper two 
fifrhs of his curriculum or class and 
be recommended by departmental 
instructors or by members of Alpha 
Zeta. 
Presently, Alpha Zeta is trying to 
expand its program of service. Major 
activities now include a faculty tea 
for all agriculture and veterinary 
medicine facu lty during winter 
quarter and an Alpha Zeta alumni 
breakfast at the National Farm In-
sti tute in Des Moines. They also 
honor high scholarship freshmen at 
the All Ag Banquet. 
Pledge class officers include: Pres i-
dent, Doug Dashner; song leader, 
J erry Britten; publicity chairman, 
Doug Pals. 
Top Awards 
To Block and . Bridle 
The Iowa State Block and Bridle 
Club won first place on its Historian 
Book at the annual national meeting 
held in connection with the Interna-
tional Livestock Exposition in Chi-
cago. 
The Historian Book contained 
pictures and explanations of the 
club's activities and the club pro-
gram for the 1965-66 year. 
Club President Deane Galloway 
said the book was dedicated to one 
of the club's advisors, Dr. Donald 
Warner, animal science. Galloway 
estimated about 25 clubs had a book 
entered in the competition. 
The ISU club also won fourth 
place in the club activities division 
at the national meeting. 
Representing the ISU chapter in 
Chicago were Galloway, Gale Prince 
and Historian Wayne Skartvedt. • 
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Ag Enrollment 
Leads Nat ion 
Iowa State's College of Agriculture 
leads the nation in enrollment for 
the second consecutive year. 
Enrollment this year is 2,448, an 
increase of 160 over last year's fig-
ure. Iowa State and Cornell Uni-
versity have traded the lead several 
times since 1950, according to Dr. 
Louis M. Thompson, associate dean 
of agriculture. 
The leading colleges in enroll-
ment figures are ISU; Cornell, 
2,059; Ohio State, 2,055; Purdue, 
l.901; and Minnesota, 1,513. 
The enrollment in agriculture at 
ISU has increased faster than the 
total University growth. Thompson 
said the University's enrollmen t in-
creased 21.9 per cent since 1964, but 
the College of Agriculture grew by 
23.7 per cent. 
The most important factor in the 
college's growth is the more favor-
able public image of agriculture, he 
explained. "We hear Jess of the 
surplus problem and more of the 
need for increased production." 
He attributed Iowa's lead in en-
rollment to the tremendous produc-
tivity of the state's agriculture and 
the agriculture business growth. 
The increase has been primarily 
in the freshman class, Thompson 
said. Nearly all departments have 
had significant growth, he added. • 
Ag Business Club 
Goes to Chicago 
The Ag Busin ess Club has 
planned a three-day trip to Chicago, 
Feb. 27-March 1, Doug Dashner, 
trip co-ordinator, said. 
The purpose of the tour is to give 
members the chance to get to know 
others in their club, he said. Also, it 
enables the students to see a cross-
section of the types of agri-business 
industries and job opportunities. 
Talks have been arranged with key 
personnel in sales, marketing and ad-
vertising, he added. 
Expectations are for 50-60 stu-
dents to take the chartered bus trip 
with four advisors accompanying the 
group. The club has made trips to 
Minneapolis and St. Louis in past 
years. 
Dashner said the tour itinerary 
includes the Chicago Board of 
Trade, Northern Trust National 
Bank, Chicago-Northwestern Rail-
road, Quaker Oats, and the Interna-
tional Mineral and Chemical Cor-
poration. They will also visit the 
J oh n Deere plant in Moline. • 
Winter Farm Operations-
A Practical Program for Young Farmers 
Crop Production, Fundamentals of 
Soil Science, Elements of Livestock 
Production and Elements of Farm 
Management. First year men attend 
classes together with the exception of 
Livestock Production. This allows 
instructors to concentrate more on 
the studen ts' particular problems. 
by John Vogel 
SINCE 1918 IOWA STATE has 
provided a short course to help 
young farmers meet the challenges 
of a rapidly changing agriculture. 
This program is now called the ' !\Tin-
ter Quarter Program in Farm Opera-
tions. 
"The main purpose is to provide 
a special program for young men 
who have started farming, or expect 
to start farming and can only spend 
the winter season in college, said 
Dan Ahrens, who heads the W inter 
Farm Op program. 
Originally, the program was offer-
ed as a non-credit short course. But 
since 1954, when the program was re-
vamped, it has been offered for col-
lege credit. The credit applies to a 
two year Certificate of Technical Ag-
riculture or a four year degree. The 
total program takes two winter quar-
ters to complete, although many do 
not return for the second year. 
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Coursework the first year includes 
technical lecture, Metal Construc-
tion and Maintenance, Principles of 
Livestock Feeding and Manage-
ment, Farm Accounting and Busi-
ness Analysis and an elective make 
up the second year program. • 
Winter Quarter Program 
In 
Farm Operation 
Summary 
1966-67 
Enrollment and Farm Size 
l. Total n umber enrollee!: 135 
2. 131 from Iowa representing 73 counties 
3. 134 reported they and / or their parents operated a total of 61,500.75 
acres or an average of 458.96 acres. 
How Winter Quarter Students Plan to start farming 
No. 
I. Already started as independent operator 4 
2. Already started in partnership with father 62 
3. Already started in partnership with o ther 9 
4. W ill work on farm for salary 18 
5. \Viii do non-farm work to save money 4 
6. Wi ll start in partnership with relative 17 
7. Have enough money to start as independent operator 3 
8. Other 12 
9. Do not plan to farm 2 
% of Total 
3.05 
47.33 
6.87 
13.74 
3.05 
12.98 
2.29 
9.16 
1.53 
131 100.00 
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SK\' 
HIGH 
by 
Dennis Bries 
v\Tell; here we are, 3,000 feet and approaching the 
"Drop Zone." Just then the spotter, who is also your 
jumpmaster, says, "All right. .. Get ready to jump." 
Then it hits you, "Hey wait a minute, What am I 
doing here?" You feel a bit apprehensive and your 
stomach starts doing flip-flops. 'Tm not ready for my 
first jump!" 
But, it's too late now. The plane has made the last 
circle and the spotter is giving the pilot the final cor-
rections to point the plane on a level course directly 
upwind, over the target. 
While the pilot is making the final corrections, be-
fore cutting the engine, you try to crawl toward the 
door of the single engine Cessna. It's not easy with 40 
pounds of equipment including specially padded para-
boots, flight coveralls, helmet, gloves, main back para-
chute and a reserve chest parachute complete with 
altimeter. 
Just before you crawl out the door the jumpmaster 
[astens the end of your "static line" to the frame inside 
the door. Then out you step-cautiously. Three thous-
and feet's a long way down. 
Now you've got one foot firmly planted on the step 
the other on a wheel with hands firmly clasping the 
wing strut. Actually, it isn't as bad as you thought it 
would be. It's rather windy, although the pilot has 
cut the engine, the plane is still traveling 60 miles per 
hour. 
Your eyes catch the distant horizon and slowly move 
across the beautiful patchwork quilt far below. Just 
then the spotter yells "Go!" and gives you a light tap 
on the leg. 
Somehow you automatically kick your feet off the 
step and push away from the wing strut into a "flying 
eagle." Within an instant the fifteen foot static line 
automatically releases your main parachute. 
Just as your hands, feet, and back spread to the full 
arch, face down toward the earth there is a light but 
firm tug on the parachute harness. As you look up 
there is the beautiful sight of the white and orange 
canopy 30 feet above you. 
The plane is nowhere in sight. Now that the para-
chute has slowed you to what seems like motionless 
suspension 2,800 feet from the ground you begin to 
think of the preparation that went into this-your first 
jump. 
You spent six hours in ground training in the proper 
methods of safety, falling, familiarization with sport 
parachuting and how to pack the main parachute. 
After five jumps with the "static line," which auto-
matically releases the main parachute, you'll get to 
pull the rip cord yourself. 
It sure is quiet up here, just like Denny Hayes, I Ad 
3, safety officer of the Iowa State Sport Parachute Club, 
said it would be. In fact it is so quiet that you can't 
hear anything. No clogs barking, no trucks, busses, no 
wind; why almost completely quiet except for breath-
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ing as you view the breathless sight. 
You can see for miles in all directions. There isn't 
much detail in the patchwork quilt of fields with faint 
lines for fences or even the wider ribbons that repre-
sent the roads. Here and there you can see clumps of 
trees with what look like buildings among them. Also 
clumps of trees along some meandering stream or 
ravine. 
"Hey, over there, that clump of trees, How can any-
one live in those small buildings!" 
'\That seems only a moment later, actually over two 
minutes, the ground seems to come a little closer and 
you look at your altimeter to see that you're only 500 
feet from the ground. 
The ride is just about over and it's time for your 
"Parachute Landing Fall." Knees bent, feet and knees 
together with body relaxed to go into a natural roll 
and transmit any shock from landing throughout the 
body thus preventing a sprained, arm, ankle or torn 
ligament in the knee. 
With these preparations made, one last look below 
to assure you that the spotter did an excellent job, 
you're coming in-right on target. Seconds later you're 
on the ground and it wasn't as hard landing as it was 
when you jumped from the upper bunk that morning. 
Now you're on the ground. Everyone is running 
over to congratulate you and ask how you liked it. 
The Iowa State Sport Parachute Club is new on 
campus. In fact, it has just received University recog-
nition. Guy Theil, Aero/E 4, is president with Robert 
L. Faust, architecture, as the club advisor. At present 
the club has fourteen members. 
Thiel says there are no initial membership dues. 
However, the first jump costs $25 and an additional 
$5 for each of the remaining four jumps. This fee 
covers the use of the entire ·set of jumping gear and 
plane rent. 
Hayes says, "Jumping is something that gets in your 
blood." He has made 120 jumps since his first in May 
1965. One rath-:.r unusual jump took place last New 
Year's Eve when he left the plane in 1966 and landed 
in 1967. 
Thiel has made 245 jumps and holds a commercial 
pilot''S license with over 700 hours of logged flying 
time. The two pilots who do most of the flying for the 
club are Rich Schwenker, Dist. Studies 3, and Lee 
Sargent, EE I. 
Members of the club jump every weekend, weather 
permitting. The club members also participate as in-
dividuals and as a team in various parachute jumping 
contests. 
These contests are judged on accuracy and style. 
Accuracy jumping requires landing as near a 6-inch 
disk as possible while style jumping is judged on time 
required to do prescribed free fall maneuvers . 
Well, now that you've got the parachute repacked 
and checked are you ready for another trip-down? • 
Maize Dwarf Mosaic 
Watch Continues 
Imra State University plant path-
o logists continue their close watch 
for ma ize dwa rf mosa ic, a r ela tively 
new cl isease of corn ca used by a 
\'iru s. R obert C. Lambe, ISU extens-
ion pl ant pathologist, reported thi s 
week on res ults of thi s year 's testing 
a ncl obse rva ti ons of the di sease. 
During the 1966 growing season , 
J oh nsongrass plan ts from Pottawatt-
ami e, Lee, a nd Iowa counti es were 
di scovered to be infected with maize 
dwarf mosa ic virus. Field corn in Lee 
co un ty was infec ted nea r infected 
.J ohnsongrass, says Lambe. But there 
was litLle spread of th e disease in 
Pottawa ttami e or Iowa counti es . 
During th e summer of 1966, sweet 
corn co llected from a commercial 
plantin g in Dubuque county tested 
pos itive for maize dwarf mosaic 
\·irus. Dubuque county is believed 
to be north o f th e natural r ange of 
.J ohn so ngrass. Assay showed it to 
conta in th e virus. 
?\fa ize dwa rf mosai c was first di s-
covered in Iowa in 1965. The virus 
was recovered from J ohnsongrass, 
foxtail and crabgrass nea r H amburg 
in Fremont county. Lambe says that 
several clifl'erent clumps of J ohnson-
grass we re assayed th en and found 
to con ta in the virus. 
J oh nsongrass was also collected 
from oth er counti es on th e southern 
border of th e state in 1965, but all 
we re free of th e virus . 
During 1967, maize dwarf mosai c 
will still be a potential threat, sa ys 
Lambe, lowa farm ers should make a 
determin ed efl'ort to loca te and eradi-
cate J ohnsongrass . • 
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Land Values Up Again in 1966 
The value of farm land in Iowa 
increased at a record breaking rate 
in 1966, despite mortgage money 
shortages and high interest rates dur-
ing the latter half of the year. 
Land values increased 12.9 percent 
during the past year, an average in-
crease of $38 per acre, according to 
a survey conducted by the economics 
section of the Iowa State University 
Agricultural and Home Economics 
Experiment Station. Mohsen A. 
Fardi , a graduate research assistant 
from Des Moines, and William G. 
Murray, ISU economist, who direc-
ted the study said the 1966 increase 
was the largest since the speculative 
ri se in Iowa land values in the 
1920's. 
The increase brings the average 
value of Iowa farm land to $331 per 
acre. The land values are determined 
by survey of farm real estate brok-
ers throughout the state. 
Most brokers reported the advance 
of land values throughout the year 
was not steady. Values rose sharply 
la te in 1965 and through May of 
1966. For the last seven months of 
the past year, values then remained 
con stant or rose slowly. The shortage 
of cash and credit and high interest 
ra tes apparently were responsible for 
the slower rate of increase from June 
to November, the economists say. 
Main reason for the increase in 
land value is the desire of successful 
farmers to enlarge their existing 
uni ts, according to the land brokers. 
Eighty-four percent of the brokers 
ci tee! this as a factor in the rising 
land values. 
Ranking second in the list of 
reasons for the boost in farm land 
values is the scarcity of listings. 
About 41 percent of the brokers re-
ported they made fewer sales in 1966 
than the previous year. A few brok-
ers said the higher land prices 
brought more farms on the market, 
however. 
Brokers also indicated an increase 
in the use of contract ·sales in 1966. 
This, too, contributed to the price 
increase by overcoming the shortage 
of loan funds . 
Listed in number four position of 
factors contributing to increased 
land prices was the improved prices 
of farm products. 
Investment purchases were a 
major factor in the 1965 market, 
ranking third. But his category fell 
to seventh place in 1966, according 
to the brokers . 
The average increase in value of 
.$38 per acre in 1966, compares with 
boosts of $28 in 1965 and $15 in 
1964. Land values increased in all 
five of the state"s economic regions 
at about the same rate, but there was 
some variation, Fardi and Murray 
said. 
The highest rate of increase, 13.9 
percent of $51 per acre, was in the 
north central grain-producing region 
of the state. The price increase per-
centagewise was least in the north-
east dairy area, where land values 
rose I.9 percent, or $30 per acre. The 
smallest dollar increase was in the 
south central pasture region where 
land values rose $21 per acre. • 
Iowa Agriculturist 
CLASSROOM WITHOUT WALLS 
304 BUSHEL ~ Fll••·s 
CHALLENGE (S 
GRAND VALLEY HWBRID 
. . . the Funk' s-G 
Key to Iowa FFA Chapter's 229.47 bushel corn yield 
What better way to learn high profit corn production than through individual 
research plots - guided by corn experts? These "classrooms without walls" 
teach young farmers to plan yield goals, to work closely with local form sup-
pliers, to scientifically chart a crop's progress through harvest. 
The Producers of Funk's G-Hybrids* know such field 'laboraitories are effective 
teaching tools. They're one reaison Funk's-G developed the famous 304 Bushel 
Challenge competition nearly ten years ago. 
Now more than 900 FFA adivsors like ex-Iowa Stater Everett Hunsicker (above, 
right) enroll their vo-ag classes each year. Hunsicker's Grand Valley, Iowa, chap-
ter harvested 229.47 bushels of No. 2 corn from a measured acre rthis November. 
And the modern corn production knowledge gained will help the local com -
munity produce better crops in yea11s to come. 
Some day, a young farmer like Glen Foland (above, left) will top Mississippian 
Lamar Ratliff's 304.38 bushel-per-acre world record. Another challenge will be 
out to ·the world. And the Producers of Funk's G-Hybrids will have the high 
capacity hybrids to meet it. 
FUNK BROS. SEED CO. 
BELLE PLAINE, IOWA 
-now featuring 
NEW ZEA 1111 FUNK'S G-HYBRIDS 
*Funk's G-Hybrid is the r egistered 
trademark of Funk Br os. Seed 
Co., Bloomington, Illinois 
H 't' 8 RID Funk's G-Hybrid s Developed by World-Wide Research and Grown in 
'------------"'@ U.S., Canada, Brazil, France, Italy, Spain and Argentina 
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How to 
throw away 
two bushels ··of corn 
It's easy. Just buy a cheap supplement that 
forces you to feed 11or12 bushels of corn- maybe 
more - to take a pig from birth to market. 
With MoorMan's, many hog raisers do it on 
only 9 or 10 bushels. 
And they usually don't spend any more per 
hog- often less. That's because they need fewer 
pounds of MoorMan's-as well as less corn- to 
feed a pig to market weight. 
A low-quality supplement just can't match 
Moor Man's in ability to help hogs get extra pork 
from corn. 
There's no mystery about it. To make really 
efficient use of grain, a hog needs the help of a 
powerful combination of multiple proteins, com-
plete and balanced minerals, essential vitamins 
and antibiotics. 
So that's all we put into every highly concen-
trated MoorMan's Mintrate® or Premix~trate®. 
Naturally-with only high-quality working in-
gredients-MoorMan's must sell for a higher price 
per ton than most feeds. But what really counts 
is total feed cost-including the value of the grain 
fed with MoorMan's. 
A feeding program that stretches the value of 
farmgrown feeds cuts total feed cost. And that's 
why more and more livestock producers are switch-
ing to MoorMan's. 
Moorman Mfg. Co .. Quincy, Illinois 
